Sit back and enjoy your coffee - we've got updates for you!

Oracle Cost Traps and How to Overcome Them with AWS Solutions
House of Brick and Amazon Web Services have been partnering for years to help
Oracle customers migrate enterprise systems to AWS. Our partnership has
included many blogs, webinars, re: Invent sessions and other thought leadership
on the topic of Oracle and AWS – resulting in this whitepaper: "Oracle Cost Traps
and How to Overcome Them with AWS Solutions."

DOWNLOAD THE WHITEPAPER

We're here to help.
As the Global Services division of OpsCompass, we provide you with timely data for
visibility into exactly what's in your cloud environment, how secure it truly is, and the
insights to fix problems before they have a negative impact.
Our OpsCompass cloud tool provides a 360-degree view to establish and maintain a
healthy and secure cloud environment. The OpsCompass Free Tier optimizes AWS
for Oracle deployments. Additionally, you'll have the opportunity to receive a $25 gift
card for leaving a review.
Try OpsCompass for Free

Write a Review

BLOG
Understanding your Options for Oracle on AWS
Do you find yourself asking these common questions?
Which AWS options are available for Oracle deployments?
Which are the Oracle licensing considerations for AWS deployments?
Are there AWS features for optimizing Oracle licensing?
Will my Oracle to AWS deployment be audit defensible?
Read More

BLOG
Oracle RAC Alternatives in AWS
Most Oracle customers don’t need RAC - this post highlights Oracle HA alternatives
in AWS that are simpler and less costly.

Read More

WEBINAR
Optimizing Oracle Licenses on AWS
We're helping more Oracle customers migrate to AWS. This webinar covers:
Oracle products & licensing overview
Running Oracle on AWS best practices
Oracle contractual licensing principles
Oracle on AWS optimization strategies
Strategies and best practices directly from our own Bob Lindquist

Listen to Webinar

FAQ
Running Oracle on AWS
We've answered the key architectural questions of running Oracle on AWS. Make sure
you're set up for success when choosing an infrastructure choice, such as Oracle.

FAQ
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